
 

MEDIA RELEASE 

15th September 

 

One Tree Hill Brilliant Winner of the Black Top 

Final at the Gardens 

 
Talented sprinter One Tree Hill ($4.40) was very impressive in winning the Group 2 
Multicam Routing Systems Black Top final last Wednesday night at the Gardens. The high 
class sprint feature continues to grow in its importance and attracted an outstanding group 
of the country’s top class sprinters to the popular Newcastle venue. 
  
In a reasonable open betting affair Mandagery Man ($2.70) was sent to the start the 
favourite after his near record heat win of 29.44. The multi group winner hasn’t had much 
luck with the box draw of recent times and appears best suited from the inside. He was 
harassed for a good part of the journey by Two Romeo Road who tended to try and stay 
up the track and hampered Mandagery Man in the process.  
 
However all honours were with the winner One Tree Hill, beginning quickly she led 
through the first turn in 4.95 and to the back mark in 17.29, nothing was making any 
impression and she exploded away coming round the home turn racing to the line for an 
effortless winner in a fast 29.44.  
 
One Tree Hill’s winning time was again this week only 3/100th’s of a second outside the 
record held by Buddy Rich at 29.41 set in the first Black Top final held in November 2005. 
The margins were five and a quarter lengths by a length with Bent ($7.00) battling away in 
second from Two Romeo Road ($8.00) third.  

   One Tree Hill an all the way winner in the Black Top (All Pics Steve Whalland) 
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One Tree Hill was formerly trained in New South Wales were she was a finalist in the Group 1 Vic Peters 
Memorial Classic last November. Transferred to Robert Britton’s kennel in June she has always shown 
above average ability and since arriving in Victoria has chalked up wins of 29.82 at Sandown and 30.17 
at the Meadows. She also recorded an outstanding win at Wentworth Park running 29.91 in a heat of the 
National Sprint series. 
 
Bred, reared and raced by Charlie & Lisa Lamb it was a satisfying victory for Charlie who has been 
battling serious ill-health of recent times. One of Victoria’s leading mentors Rob Britton has some big 
plans for the talented fawn bitch. He hinted after the final that she may be part of his contingent to tackle 
the Derby Lane Millions. Heats commence on February 9th 2008 with nominations closing December 31st 

2007.  
 
Britton was the Australian pioneer in regard to the Millions racing two second tier dogs Incision and 
Baurnhulla Hero in the 2006 series. With $500,000 American to the winner the series is being seriously 
looked at by some leading Victorian trainers who are talking about taking some top class sprinters to the 
U.S. for a crack at the big money on offer. The race carries an entry fee of $10,000 so it is not a cheap 
exercise.  
 
Britton will look to racing One Tree Hill is the Group 1 Sapphire Crown in early November then onto the 
Melbourne Cup all being well. 
 
After the placed runners the field finished in the following order 4th Suave Fella ($8.00), 5th Mandagery 
Man ($2.70fav), 6th Kostic Burns ($2.80), 7th Lochinvar Armani ($12.00) and Lochinvar Diesel ($13.00). 
 
One Tree Hill is a Fawn Bitch whelped November 2004 by Gable Lafourche from Mockingbird Hill (Head 
Honcho x Prize Dancer) she has now raced on 40 occasions for 11 wins and 17 placings and the 
$30,000 first prize for the Black Top  took his overall stake earnings to $60,550. 
 
 

Happy presentation scene after the Black Top Final 
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The NSW NCA could not have selected a better name for this on going feature at the Gardens. Black 
Top by Top Linen from Classy Jane was an icon of the sport, he was raced by Frank Holmes of 
Highfields (near Newcastle) and his breeder Mrs. Edna Hanson bred him in Birmingham Gardens the 
suburb in which the Gardens track is located. He raced in the early 60’s only contested 20 races for 17 
wins and two seconds. He retired as Australia’s highest stakes winner with 5352 Pounds. His 
introductory stud fee set at 65 pound was a record service fee in Australia. A breeding success of 
extraordinary proportions Black Top created his own dynasty which continually re-wrote the record books 
on greyhound racing in this country. The feature races his progeny won and the stars he produced are to 
numerous to list, he served a record 1326 bitches and sired 6000 puppies earning approximately 
$150,000 in service fees. There is no doubt we will never see another Black Top, he was the one and 
only. Black Top will be inducted into the AGRA Hall of Fame at the AGRA Awards night at Sandown in 
March 2008. 
 
Previous winners of the Black Top  2005 Buddy Rich 29.41, 2006 Mojestic 29.87.   

                          

   

                The Immortal Black Top in action 
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